
Finding fruitful problems 
through analysis (and 
synthesis)









Mode of reasoning: abductive thinking (C.S. Peirce) 

See also about abductive reasoning in policy-design: 
https://researchingdesignforpolicy.wordpress.com/2015/07/07/abductive-policy-
making-draft-section-of-report-from-research-fellowship/

Four offenses we commit when we reason according
to Peirce:

1. We make an absolute assertion that we're 
right.

2. We believe that something isn't knowable, 
because we don't have the techniques or 
technologies to figure it out.

3. We insist that some element of science is 
utterly inexplicable and unknowable.

4. We believe that some law or truth is in its 
final and perfect state.

(formulated by Madsbjerg & Rasmussen, 2014)



Crafting and re-crafting 
insights and frameworks



In order to consider something as insights we need to… 

Form an understanding of how something works from someone’s (group of 
people, role) perspective or how something is meaningful for them…

Be able to use this understanding to define and solve a problem. 

And solving of the problem needs to create positive change. 



Where to find potentially fruitful problems…

Which relations or feedback loops produce problems in the systemic level?

Where do people experience gaps between ideals and current reality? 

Where do we see misalignments and conflicting views and how they 
manifest in practice? 

Who are the people (and institutions) currently struggling or at risk in our 
system view? 



Visualizing and relating your findings through frameworks



Examples: Frameworks that capture an argument build on our findings

How things overlap and differ: How things are related on a four field:



Examples: Frameworks that capture an argument build on our findings

Ups and downs in time: Connectedness of different actors and 
activities:



Language matters – seeing something from a new perspective through 
new definitions and metaphors



Examples: Stories that capture an argument built on our findings

What something means and how it 
manifests:

How people weigh between thoughts or 
options:



Examples: Observations connected to stories that capture an 
argument build on our findings

Capturing how practices materialize in 
physical form:

Witnessing the overlooked in practice:



How to document and share 
documents of the research 



Documentation

• Think about the quality of your notes from the perspective of teamwork – they need to be 
accessible and understandable

• Be clear about your expectations for notes and documentation. (full transcripts vs. key bullet 
points)

• Consider your resources
• Acknowledge that you can’t escape making decisions when you document – you can’t catch 

everything and the way you document affects the research situation and the analysis
• Notes for the interview vs. Notes of the interview

Photo credits: Niftynotebook. Flickr.com. Photo credits:: See-Ming Lee. Flickr.com. Photo credits:: Susanne Nilsson. Flickr.com. 



Respondent

Key quote

Description of 
daily life

Pictures



Specific pictures 
according the field guide



Notes according to themes of the field 
guide and links to where key quotes 
can be found in the data



Documentation

Examples from Laurea Service Innoation and 
Design students, 2017



How to analyze and discuss 
data



What analysis is and how can we do it? 



What analysis is and how can we do it? 

Thinking

Learning

Interpreting

Critical scrutinyBreaking things into parts and seeing their relations 

Looking for patterns – reoccuring things 

Constructing arguments

Relating findings to existing knowledge

Applying heuristics, models and theories as lenses

Understanding Perspective Insight







Four essential stages of analysis

Analysis

1. Document and arrange your research findings (give 
names/codes to different sets of research)

2. Immerse yourself in the data and search answers to your 
research questions

3. Arrange, map, re-arrange the data according to patterns 
you see emerging 

4. Give names and labels to these patterns. Try out different 
frameworks – what are your findings and interpretations 
of those findings? 



Principles for data synthesis by Jan Chipchase, 2017

Analysis

1. Data should be consumed fresh.
2. Data is atomistic.
3. Data is traceable.
4. Data needs to breathe. 
5. Move together. Remove together. 
6. Optimize the absorption of data.
7. Supporting evidence builds validity. 
8. Micro, macro and the middle distance. 
9. Appreciate the value of informal sessions, and informal 

data. 



Communicating for potential impact based on your insights

Insights

1. Know your audience and keep them in mind.
2. Address the challenge that your research is aiming to 

help solve.
3. People remember stories. 
4. Explain your ideas and insights by sharing data points.
5. Make sure you have structure and balance.
6. Talk to the people NOT at them.


